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Are you tired of busting your ass to find clients in order to build your offline marketing business? You

know the feeling - You cold call random businesses, tell your friends about your new internet marketing

business, only to feel like a failure when you have no projects coming in. All that talk and hard work but

zero money to show, it's FRUSTRATING! It's OK, we all struggle in the beginning. But today I am going to

reveal some insights that will make you money immediately if you follow my simple instructions. The Fast

Money is in Facebook Custom Facebook Fan Pages are one of the best ways to attract new offline clients

right now. As you probably know, business owners are approached all the time with offers for SEO and

web design services. But by approaching them with Fan Pages, you are showing them something very

new and VERY exciting. In other words, you are MUCH more likely to make sales to new clients with Fan

Pages than with any other marketing service. Introducing FBcash 2.0 FBcash 2.0 - What's Inside the

Package? In FBcash 2.0 I dont assume anything about your knowledge of facebook or even the internet. I

make this dead simple and guide you every step of the way, from setting up a facebook account, to

creating a fan page, and finally how to make money with Fan Pages! This is not a collection of lame or

spammy techniques to annoy your friends. Instead, I guide you to strategically find thousands of visitors

for your marketing campaigns, and then lure them into paying you money using my unique Like Bait

System. FBcash 2.0 A Detailed Description Modules 1 to 4 Facebook Basics I make no assumptions

about your knowledge, even an 8 year old can learn how to do this. First I show you how to get the most

from your Facebook account. You learn all of the different strategies to profit from your personal profile

and also from Facebook pages that you create. This information will prove very useful moving forward.

Modules 5 to 8 Using the Viral Like Bait Script Buyers of the FBcash 2.0 system will receive my unique

FB Like Bait script as a special added bonus (valued at $197). This script will drive hoards of fans to your

Fan Pages, and deliver money into your bank account on autopilot. To make things easy I have included

14 professional Fan Page templates that already have the Like Bait script installed. All you have to do is

follow my concise and clear videos and you will be able to set up Custom Fan Pages in a matter of

minutes! So what exactly does this script do? Great question. The Like Bait script offers an attractive
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benefit to your visitors, but they can only get that benefit AFTER they have become a fan of your page.

That benefit could be a free report, a coupon, or any number of incentives, which we cover in great detail

in the course). 14 Professional Designs to Suit Any Business or Marketing Campaign (valued at $197)

After just a few short hours you will have all the knowledge you need to start installing these Custom Fan

Pages for clients. The best part is that you can easily charge a minimum of $250 for each new page you

set up (I have charged as much as $750 for setting these pages up for clients). Fan Pages are SO EASY

to sell to new clients I have students who are earning thousands per week just setting up Custom Fan

Pages! Modules 9 to 12 Getting Traffic Getting traffic to Fan Pages is one of the most misunderstood

parts of Facebook marketing. But with FBcash 2.0 I pull back the curtains and show you EXACTLY how

top marketers are making a fortune with driving fans to their products and services. Once you learn my

cutting-edge traffic generation strategies you will have the CONFIDENCE to command big paychecks

from clients to help them. Modules 13 to 17 Getting Paid To complete the course I show you how to get

your Facebook marketing business off the ground and running. I teach you exactly what you need to

know to get your first clients and bank checks tomorrow. TC Bradley used this information to make $1250

in his first 5 days of using my system, and you will be able to do the same when you have completed the

training. FBcash 2.0 Works For ALL Online Marketing Models You can use FBcash 2.0 for any type of

business whether it is CPA marketing, affiliate marketing, online sales, or offline local business marketing.

Maybe you are a CPA marketer, and you have heard that facebook fan pages are HOT right now. Do you

know how to generate leads using Fan Pages? If you dont then make sure you check out our bonus Fan

Page guide called CPA Exploitation. more info bit.ly/qgQ4BV Get IT NOW With Special Price Just 8.8

USD (Limited for 8 Buyers)
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